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About This Game

Are you ready for the FATE-IEST of the FATE games? Welcome to the final chapter in the classic, action RPG series! FATE:
The Cursed King has new weapons (of course), more spells (a necessity), unique armor (sweet loots) and AI-controlled allies!

Wait, what?! That’s right. This FATE game IS A PARTY. Woo! Party system!

In FATE: The Cursed King, disaster threatens your home! Can you break the curse or will the city of Ekbatan be forever
doomed?

NEW Steam Trading Cards –
•Awesome new trading cards with all-new art await you!

NEW Steam Badges –
•Show your dedication to classic RPG-ing and earn all the badges!

NEW Steam Emoticons –
•Denizens of the internet! It is your duty to accumulate as many emoticons as possible.

NEW Profile Backgrounds –
•Make your profile a thing of beauty with these Steam-exclusive FATE backgrounds.

Lootimus Maximus –
•More weapons, more spells, more armor!!

Party Time! –
•It’s dangerous to go alone… recruit AI-controlled allies and form a party with the party system!

Procedurally Generated Levels –
•It’s never the same dungeon twice!
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Economy –
•Buy equipment, sell loot and gamble!
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Its okay, I did enjoy it somewhat but its not as time consuming as other tower defences, I enjoyed the story too :)

I'd say under £10 is a good price.. Some if not most of the OST's can be quite expensive to buy on Steam and to be honest they
aren't always great buys.

It is extremely rare that every song on a album will appeal to you. I bought this OST as a combo with Niffelheim itself thus it
was more than worth it especially since this was over the Steam Winter sale.

Niffelheim's OST is pretty decent, it compliments the game really great and enhances the overall fun and experience, however
as i stated above, i'd buy this in a combo or on sale, because you are most probably buying it to support the developers or to
finish your set, and the chances of continues or actual listening to it is just as rare.
. A strong game. Not even worth 50 cents. Hell, wouldn't even want it for free. Super loud volume with no way to change it
other than lowering it's volume in your volume mixer, and the puzzles are meh at best.. Classic Arcade Sh'mup, with LIGHT
bullet hell.
Super fun to pick up and play, with a great retro vibe.
Feels like you're playing an old live action show a-la power rangers.
LASERS EVERYWHERE!
MISSILES EVERYWHERE!
LIGHTNING!
NEEDELS?
DRILLS?
WHO CARES ITS FUUUUUUUUNNNNN!!. I myself am a tagger, I go by the tag name of "KATER" and I'd like to take the
time to say, DAMN. This game is on point, down to the wet paint, the drips, the realism, everything! However no police does
take away the "adrenaline", to accomodate for that I suggest adding heaven spots such as highway signs, billboards, or hard to
reach spaces.. The Illustrious Pirates Pack is a series of content that you'd previously get by preordering the game.

This content features two outfits for Edward. What is notable about this DLC though is it actually reveals the fate of Stede
Bonnet, a character in the game who disappears from the game partway through. It also adds 3 locations to the game where you
unlock the content.

For that reason I'd recommend getting it. As I'm disappointed Ubisoft chose to remove it from the game to sell later.

Also note that inorder to actually use this pack. You must redeem a CD key Steam gives you in Uplay.. Battleship somalia
edition -D
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very satanic, repent or perish. It's short, the writhing feels like it was just pushed trough Google translate, the story itself feels
kinda half♥♥♥♥♥♥♥and the price tag makes it not worth it. If you want the game wait til it's on sale.. it's terrible but i paid
11 cents for it and turned a profit on the cards so i guess it was worth an hour and 10 easy achievements. I got this game for the
price of a cup of coffee. I squeezed 40 hours of gameplay out of it. You tell me if it\u2019s worth it.
. This simple puzzle game is ok. It kept me entertained for an hour or two and cost me very little. There is definitely value for
money here. It does enough to warrant a positive review.

https://youtu.be/XHeolLBZ-Ss

The basic gameplay is moderately entertaining, click on jewels to form sets while under a time constraint and with enemies
moving the jewels around. Each level takes only a minute or so. After working out how to play I rarely failed a level unless
distracted, but there is just enough here to keep you trying the next level for a while. There are a lot of levels to try, although
most of them are very similar.

As for the negatives, this game is noticeably unpolished. It can't be obviously played in windowed mode (see below for how to
manage this). Buttons sometimes can't be clicked without any indication they have become inactive. The game also makes the
player wait. Loading screens, score screens, all take some time. I prefer something faster for a timed, fast puzzle game.

Updated 2016-06-23: I originally complained about the score screen being unskippable. That was incorrect, so I have removed
it. As the dev explains in this post: http://steamcommunity.com/games/463710/announcements/detail/591477018835321410 a
simple mouse click when the score is updating will jump to the end. I checked this and it works. Not sure why I didn't try this
before, clearly too hard a puzzle for idiots like me :)

In the same post the dev gives instructions for running in windowed mode. They also work, but are in no way obvious. I don't
feel bad for not discovering how to do that! So it is possible to play windowed, but you have to dig to find out how.. First thing's
first, I have been looking forward to this game for about a year. I love inverted mouse's works. That beening said, I don't buy
every game from them only about half of theirs on steam and some dlcs.

Now to begin, the story is a solid one with a few plot twists. It has more content than the first game, like InvertedMouse said it's
five times as long. However, unlike the first game it doesn't have voice acting, so you can't sit back & relax on auto play. Not
nessisarly a bad
thing, unless you have bad eyesight or really don't want to read. The story is also is three to four hours long if you take your
time.

Now Art & Music, the artwork is above your standard anime, in my opinion it's great. From listening I guess there are 20 tracks
more or less in this game, they are okay to good. So no worrying, about tracks becoming repetitive while reading.

Following we have gameplay, in unhacked 2 it takes a second seat. You get to do those unhacking, "mini-puzzles," each chapter
I feel is quite simple compared to the
first game. You are also given the option to skip (I don't 100% remember if it was in unhack 1), so if you came here for a plain
visual novel, cheers to you. However, it is an
improvement to see, as not everyone wants to do mini-puzzles.

In conclusion/summary, unhack 2 has an increased story to the original, great art, many background tracks, and some bonus
mini-puzzles. So I can proudly say I can recommend it :3. So. I'm starting to think people have a low threshold for what they
believe is a good game.

This plays like if you played Street Fighter 3rd Strike (Streets of Rage, Double Dragon) and then your friend came over and was
like "hey man I got this new game for you. its just like street fighter."

and the game he was referring to was Breakers Revenge (99Vidas)

If that reference went over your head. what I'm saying is. this game is♥♥♥♥♥. Heavily disappointed with it. I was looking
more for the pre-recording feature (which is an absolute desaster in this application) but I tested both the recording and pre-
recording feature. If you get a slight spike in fps, it just stops pre-recording for a moment and everything before is just GONE.
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Means in tough and heavy in-game situations you just loose your pre-recorded material just because an explosion let your fps
drop from 60 to 58 down for a moment and goes up after a while. Besides that, uncompressed recording is hidden and only
available if you unlock it in the profile.txt and even then it's pretty bad (~500mb per second), except mjpeg all the other codecs
are pretty ♥♥♥♥♥♥ (really, h264, who the ♥♥♥♥ has enough power to even use that without in-game lag?) and even then
you CAN NOT use the files in other programs (tried it out on sony vegas, it says it can't open or use the file) so it makes the
whole recording useless for me. Recordings with mjpeg are
o-kay but if I can't even edit my content then that file is pretty much useless for me.

Also, it doesn't stay as a "in-app" feature on steam, it just uses my steam for logging into PlayClaw 5 and then lets it die, wow,
now I've got 0.0 hours on PlayClaw 5 on steam, great! http://puu.sh/60MEk.png Very funny, PlayClaw.

Positive things for PlayClaw 5: Smooth fps lets your recording, even with a bit of lag while recording, look flawless, which is
nice, it has a bunch of overlay options which is good I guess and it has a handful of setup options.

In the end, it really lacks in the compability of proper recording and pre-recording with other codecs than mjpeg, it doesn't
support the editing software I use, I've checked on the internet, a bunch of people were complaining a bad or no compability
with sony vegas or their programs, in which the devs just replied with "tested with free version, works fine" which is
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t imo that they just leave that issue with such a rude comment and just looking at the months of development, it
doesn't seem like it's living up to it's promised features at all.

If you feel lucky, go ahead and try it. Otherwise, my all time favourite will still be Fraps, okay quality, doesn't really annoy me
when it's recording / pre-recording in the background and it doesn't have issues with other editing programs.. Boring to me
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